Rackspace Elastic
Engineering for
Security on Azure
A dedicated pod of security experts
solving your Microsoft Azure security
and compliance challenges.
The constant evolution of cyberthreats, and the race for more
sophisticated tools to combat them, has resulted in a security landscape
that changes quickly. Now more than ever, it is critical to understand
your vulnerabilities and assemble the right solutions to strengthen
and secure your environments. And the best way to do that is through
the implementation of a cutting-edge security program focused on
continuous improvement and backed by deep expertise.

Experts Dedicated To Solving Your
Microsoft Azure Security Challenges
Rackspace Elastic Engineering for Security provides an end-to-end digital
transformation for security, modernizing business security strategy
and cloud security operations. Your Elastic Engineering for Security
pod partners with your business every step of the way to assess,
architect, implement, engineer, monitor, manage, and respond to complex
challenges based on your security and compliance goals.
Each dedicated security pod includes an engagement manager, a pod lead
and lead architect, security architects, security engineers, a compliance
expert, and security analysts/penetration testers.

About Rackspace Technology®
Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner across
cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.
• A leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for
Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and
Managed Services, Worldwide
• 2,600+ certified experts
• Hosting provider for more than half of
the Fortune 100
• 20+ years of hosting experience
• Customers in 120+ countries
• Azure Expert MSP
• Five-Time Microsoft Partner of the Year
• 2,300+ Microsoft certifications worldwide
• 800+ Microsoft Azure certifications
• IDC- and Forrester-recognized security practices
• 800+ security certifications, including 100+ cloud
security certificates from Microsoft Azure;
and other cloud providers

Fanatical Experience®
Experts on your side, doing what it takes to
get the job done right. From first consultation
to daily operations, Rackspace Technology
combines the power of always-on service with
best-in-class tools and automation to deliver
technology when and how you need it.

Key Features
Security architecture and engineering: Your pod can design, build and
fully manage a defense-in-depth architecture for unified protection
across your multicloud environments, including Microsoft® Azure®, Azure
Security Center and other Azure security offerings.
Threat and vulnerability assessments: Your pod can provide cloud
security vulnerability scans to assess cloud configurations and policies
to identify settings that don’t align to industry benchmarks and
best practices.
Compliance management and support: Your Elastic Engineering for
Security pod can work with you to define, manage and validate your
governance, risk and compliance (GRC) requirements through advisory
scans and assessments for compliance mandates, such as PCI DSS,
HIPAA, and more.

Risk management and remediation: Security experts work as an extension of your team
to assess and reduce risk in your environment. When a security incident occurs, your pod
will work with your security operations team to design and implement security controls to
remediate threats and help prevent similar incidents in the future.

Key Benefits

Expertise Across 17 Competencies
• Data center
• Security
• Data Analytics
• DevOps

• “Do-with” approach to security: Your Rackspace Elastic Engineering for Security pod works
in an agile, sprint based model alongside your team.

• Cloud Productivity

• Flexible, tiered pricing: Purchase monthly blocks of hours-based tiers with the ability to
scale up and down should your business needs change.

• Business applications

• Expertise where you need it: Rackspace multicloud security experts have deep knowledge
and experience in not only security but cloud security and hold 800+ security industry
certifications — including 100+ cloud security certifications from, Microsoft Azure, and
other cloud providers.

• Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions
• Windows and Devices
• Messaging
• Application Development
• Project and Portfolio Management
• Collaboration and Content
• Enterprise Mobility Management

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace Elastic Engineering for Security can help solve your
complex cloud security and compliance challenges.
Learn more: www.rackspace.com/security/elastic-engineering
Call: 1-800-961-2888

• Application Integration
• Communications
• Data Platform
• ERP

Advanced Specializations
• Windows Server and SQL Server Migration
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